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Gone!
Pennsylvania candidate withdraws
on eve .of selection's final phase
By ANN GILL
Editor in chief

As the final hours in Eastern 's
presidential search draw to a
close, presidential candidate
Hilda Richards withdrew her bid
for the presidency.
"It was her decision," said
Michelle Brazell, Board of
Governors spokeswoman. According to Brazell, Richards said
that the fit between her and the
university was not there.
The candidates met for dinner
with the trustees of the Board of
Governors and members of the
campus search advisory committee Wednesday night where
Chancellor Thomas Layzell was
to tell the board of Richards'
decision.
Richards was to meet with the
board's trustees on Thursday for
a final interview prior to the
announcement of Eastern's pres-

idential selection.
On Friday, Layzell announced
that Richards, as well as Mary
Williams Burger, John Idoux
and David Jorns, were recommended to interview with the
board at its monthly meeting.
During the on-campus interview process Richards said,
"And if I don't get the presidency here that's your loss, not
mine. And I have to believe that.
I can bring lots to you, if you
are willing to accept me."
Richards is provost and vice
president for academic affairs at
Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
"I want to tell you, for a
woman, and a black woman, to
get to this level that I'm at, it
means I'm competent," Richards
said during a student interview
session. "I known I'm competent...and I just don't think it, I
believe it," she said.

BOG to announce

president Thursday

rodgepodge
:1ate House candidate Democrat Carolyn Brown Hodge of Paris
reaks to members of the University Democrats Wednesday night
rut her fall campaign against incumbent Republican Mike Weaver
Coleman Hall. See story page 3.

immy ~ohn's owner
ces charges of rape
1e co-owner of a popular camrestaurant is on trial this week
Champaign County on four
nts of criminal sexual assault
:mming from an incident last
· .g, a newspaper reported TuesAccording to an article published
the Champaign News-Gazette
:sday, Jimmy John Liautaud, 28,
Champaign, owner of Jimmy
1hn 's Sandwich Shop, 1417
1urth St., is charged with the
nse in connection with an April
1cident.
The newspaper said Liautaud
·ced a 23-year-old woman who
1rmerly worked for him. The
iman took the stand Tuesday for
·e than five hours of testimony
1d stood by her story that she
ed to sleep in Liautaud's bed
11 not to have sex. The defense
intains she consented to the
:ged sexual contact.
Attorneys for both sides gave
ounts of the incident Monday,
·eeing Liautaud and the woman
rent out to dinner April 3 in
ampaign. Before leaving for din-

ner and after, they had drinks at
Liautaud 's residence. The woman
testified Tuesday she had known
Liautaud for a couple of years, having worked at one of the sandwich
shops he owned while a student at
the University of Illinois.
She told the jury, after returning
to Liautaud's residence, she began
to feel "tipsy" from the alcohol but
couldn't find a ride home, the
News-Gazette reported.
She said Liautaud then offered to
let her spend the night in his guest
room and went on to describe in
tears details of the alleged sexual
relations.
She told jury members she
protested Liautaud's advances and
said she didn't try to fight him for
fear, "he would hit me and hurt me
worse."
Under examination by defense
attorney J. Steven Beckett, the
woman concluded it was her decision to get -in bed with Liautaud.
Beckett later asked her questions
suggesting she was pursuing
Liautaud and stood to gain financially from his prosecution, the
newspaper wrote.
The woman admitted she had
• Continued on page 2

By ANN GILL
Editor in chief

Trustees of the Board of Governors will meet in executive session, Thursday to interview four
candidates for the top spot at
Eastern.
The board will meet in open session at 8 a.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Thursday. The
trustees will then go into executive
session to interview the candidates,
said Michelle Brazell, BOG
spokeswoman.
Each of the candidates is scheduled for an approximate one hour
interview with the board . The
board will announce its decision in
an open meeting scheduled at
approximately l :30 p.m. in the
Union.
Chancellor Thomas Layzell
announced Friday that the four
candidates were called back to
meet and interview with the
trustees. Layzell said that he based
his decision on the campus advisory committee's report and on the
extensive reference material compiled by the Chancellor's office
staff.
Mary Williams Burger, vice
president for academic affairs
University of California at Sacramento; John Idoux, former executive vice president for academic
and student affairs, Lamar University-Beaumont and David Jorns,
vice president for academic affairs
Northern Kentucky University, will
meet with the trustees.

"Each of the finalists possesses a
variety of the important strengths
needed by the next president of
Eastern Illinois University,"
Layzell said.
Each of the four candidates will
be making a return appearance to
Eastern. The candidates each spent
two days on Eastem's campus for
interviews with the various campus
constituencies during late August
and early September.
A news briefing will be held in
the Union immediately following
the announcement of the new president.
The board will meet in open session following the announcement
to discuss regular monthly business.
The board will hear from the
chancellor on a proposal that the
system budget request for next year
be $233,440,500. The budget
reflects a 6.6 percent increase over
the current budget. If approved, the
request is then submitted to the
Illinois Board of Higher Education.
The board will also consider
approving a resolution that would
make the BOG a member of the
netlllinois program.
Netlllinois is a not-for-profit corporation whose purpose is to
advance research and education at
all levels in Illinois by assisting the
interchange of information by
high-speed data communications
and telecommunications. Other
members of the organization
include: the University of Illinois,
Northwestern, Illinois State,
Bradley and Caterpillar Inc.

When addressing a group during an open reception, Richards
said Eastern and the Charleston
community are similar to IUP in
several ways. The enrollment
size is approximately the same
with IUP's enrollment at 15,000,
just 5,000 more than Eastern.
IUP is a community of 22,000
people without the university.
"I'm used to small communities,
used to universities that are
basically all white and feel that I
can bring my talents and skills
to institutions like this and do
real well," Richards said.
"I want to be your president,"
Richards said on several occasions throughout her interview
at Eastern.
Richards and Search Committee Chair David Carpenter
were not available for c;omment
on Richards decision at press
time Wednesday.

Committee
holds line
on leaks
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Administration editor

Presidential search committee members continue to deny
reports from WEIU-TV that
they leaked or were encouraged
to leak information that the
committee preferred one
presidential candidate over the
others.
Eastern 's student-managed
television station, WEIU-TV,
reported on Tuesday's news
broadcast that individuals contacted them to say they had
been encouraged to give information stating that David Jorns
was the presidential choice of
the search committee. WEIUTV backed up their claim and
continued to report of a search
committee leak in Wednesday's
news broadcast.
David Carpenter, search
committee chairman, and other
members of the search committee continue to deny that they
encouraged or were encouraged
to leak information to the press.
Carpenter said he talked to
several other committee members Wednesday after WEIU's
broadcast and they decided to
have WEIU-TV reporters speak
to Carpenter, as he is the
spokesperson for the committee.
• Continued on page 2A
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Reception follows new president
A public reception will be held for Eastern 's seventh president following the announcement of the
Board of Governors trustees.
Friends of Eastern, including all university-affiliated groups and the community, are invited to an
open reception for Eastern 's president.
The reception will be held from 6 to 8 p.m. in the

Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Mary Williams Burger, John Idoux and David
Jorns will meet with board trustees starting at 8 a.m.
The announcement is expected at about 1:30 p.m.
-Staff report

FROM PAGE ONE
"Obviously, I haven't seen any
of this," Alexander said. "I can't
believe any members of the committee would leak anything to
WEIU-TV. I would have to discount what WEIU-TV had to say.
The thing that has to be remembered is that the presidential
search was equivalent to a personnel process."
Other committee members
expressed disbelief that any leak
ever occurred.
"As a committee member and
on behalf of the others, I can say
we were not asked to leak any
information," said Darrell
Schmitt, search committee members. "I can't believe that happened. I think it was a ploy to
gain information; I don't think
they (WEIU-TV) had the information."
Schmitt also said the timing of
the broadcast, two days before the
BOG and the chancellor selects
the president, was not professional.

"Everyone should remember
that this is a student-run news station and mistakes happen,"
Schmitt said. "I think they definately made a big mistake."

Maurice Libbey, a search committee member, agreed with
Schmitt.
"I was surprised by the whole
thing," Libbey said. "Perhaps
they (WEIU-TV) were trying to
gain some kind of information; a
scoop maybe."
One committee member was
concerned that the news broadcast
could affect the decision of who
will be Eastern's next president.
"I am indeed a little distressed
that the confidentiality of the
committee has been compromised," said Luis ClayMendez, search committee member. "This could affect the
choice."
Clay-Mendez stressed that no
one had contacted him to ask him
to leak information to the press.
"Perhaps some overzealous
member of the committee took it
upon themselves to do this,"
Clay-Mendez said. "Indeed the
committee did recommend some
of the candidates over the others
because of their qualifications and
what they can do for EIU, as far
as recommending one person, we
did not."
J
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You Don't Have
To Be
"Rolling In
The Dough"

Call 345-2844
$2.00 Off Any Large Pizza Delivered

WEIU
• Continued from page IA
"What I said in today's (Wednesday's) paper stands," Carpenter
said.
In Wednesday's edition of The
Daily Eastern News, Carpenter
stated, "When I was contacted by
(WEIU reporter) Lillian Marks,
she asked me three times if the
search committee had recommended one candidate over the
others and I informed her that the
issue was confidential, and then I
went on to say that the committee
carried out its duties as an advisory committee by advising the
chancellor on the candidates'
strengths and weaknesses as they
were perceived by the committee
and the campus community."
Carpenter said the search committee's recommendations to the
Board of Governors and the chancellor were a "confidential personnel matter."
"We did our job, we listed the
strengths and weaknesses of each
candidate," Carpenter reinterated
Wednesday.
Search committee member,
Herb Alexander, was out of town
Wednesday and was shocked
about the alleged leaks.

At Jerry's Pizza & Pub

with coupon

THIRSTY'S

Q.B.'s
LONGNECKS - 75¢
70 oz. PITCHERS $1.75.

--------------------------

HOTDOGS .................. 10¢ POLISH SAUSAGES .........3
POPCORN ...........35¢

Make A World of Difference
Be A

Resident Assistant

•
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•Continued from page IA
occasionally called him and gone out with him
several times but refused to call those outings
"dates," describing the relationship as one of
"friendly acquaintances." She told Beckett she
had not filed any lawsuit as a result of the alleged
assault.
Witnesses for the prosecution in Monday's
court action included a Carle Foundation Hospital
physician, a close friend of the alleged victim and
an emergency room nurse.

Dr. William Welch told the court he examined
and talked to the woman early on the afternoon of
April 3, finding evidence that seemed to indicate
recent sexual {;Ontact. That evidence, however,
could not necessarily prove forced sex, he said.
The trial is expected to go at least through the
end of the week, according to the Champaign
County States Attorney's office.
The charge of criminal sexual assault is a Class
l felony, carrying a possible prison sentence of
four to 15 years upon conviction.

ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN?
345-7427

409 ?TH STREET
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Applications Are Available:
Location: Housing Office And
Residence Hall Desks
Dates: Sept. 14-25
Due Back: Sept. 25 By NOON
Approximately 15 positions are available
for the Spring Semester
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Get A Show & Go/

Mon-Sat: 9 a.m.-Midnight
Sunday: 11 a.m.-Midnight

440 W. Lincoln
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esolution
reposes
ng hours

House candidate
details her bid
By KAREN MEDINA
Staff writer

Student Senate passed a resoluat its Wednesday meeting urgthe library board to consider
iliday hours.
The resofotion, which was held
'er from last year, was passed by
ote of 12-9 after lengthy, somees heated discussion. Several
ate members said the senate
.ould not urge the library to
:pand its hours because it recenthad to cancel subscriptions to
·eral academic journals because
~
budget cuts.
Senate member Bobby Smith
id the senate should not pass the
Mion unless it planned to folthrough on it.
"If we are not ready to go into it,
1y are we even going to look
to it?" Smith said. "It's just a
:e of paper."
The resolution is not binding for
library board, it simply asks
m to consider expanding their
1urs to accommodate students
10 stay on campus over long
kends, explained Matt Gior10, who wrote the resolution.
In other business, the senate put
s on hold to send a large group
students to the Charleston City
1uncil meeting Sept. 29 to supStudent Governments request
the installation of a stop sign at
iosevelt Avenue and Ninth
t.

Senate decided it will not move
ard with its plans until Brett
·ber, city council student reprenta ti v e, calls Mayor Wayne
man to ask if he supports a
1p sign or crossing guard for the
.er.
,
The decision was made when
ith, who recently spoke with
mayor, said Lanman had men1ed he was considering a crossguard for the intersection.
Speaker of the Senate Luke
umann said a large student tum1t at the council meeting might
·e an unfavorable impression to
Council if it was already plan1g a solution to the problem.
he situation at the corner is
the faulr of Eastern students,
1ate member Dan Byer said.
"All we ever think about are
1se damn cars," he said. "You
got 1,000 snotty college kids
10 don't look around and just

·In other senate business, the leg1tive leadership committee beinterviewing the 19 student
idates for the six open senate

3A

SARAH ANTONIO/ Staff Photographer

Comedian AJ. Jamal entertains the crowd Wednesday night in the
Rathskeller, located in the basement of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

Capacity crowd sees
high-level of halarity
By ELIZABETH RAICHLE
Activities editor

Review

Wednesday night comedian
A.J. Jamal had the Rathskeller
packed to full capacity with
Eastern students.
A half hour before his act
even started, Jamal had already
attracted a larger and more integrated group of comedy enthusiasts than previous comics. It
seemed as though Carrot Top
might have finally met his
match.
One could say that Jamal
became part of his audience. He
had students roaring with laughter as his act energized the
excited crowd.
Jamal pulled some of the
members of the audience on the
stage to show off their talents.
Some of his side acts included
the moving singing voice of a
sorority member and a student's
instrumental rap performed with
a cane.
Jamal's humor included an
opening with valuable insights
about college life, sports organizations and cheerleaders. One

of his funnier acts was a multicelebrity rendition of "The Star
Spangled Banner." The audience was rolling in hysteria as
he performed James Brown's
version of the patriotic song.
Later in the evening his
humor turned somewhat to the
raw side. Although pieces of his
act were brash, he managed to
cool it down with a lighter joke
in areas.
Jamal's act did not just incorporate the typical "college/family life" theme. His comedy
reached out to everyone's funny
bone in one way or another. The
students who attended last
night's show enjoyed the humor
of Jamal that made him famous
on the television, nightclub and
college circuit.
No student could escape
Jamal's catching wit and colorful comedy. His act proved to
be one of University Board's
best.

ush for fair share injunction fails
DAVID M. PUTNEY
An Eastern math professor lost his latest court
le Wednesday with the Board of Governor's and
1iversity Professionals of Illinois because of legal
:hnicalities, something that he says has nothing to
with the validity of his original complaint.
Lewis Coon, Eastern math professor, asked for an
iunction in Coles County Circuit Court that would
1ve required the BOG to stop collecting UPI dues
Fair Share payments from faculty paychecks at
six BOG universities.
The Coles County Circuit Court, in an oral deci1on, ruled it has no jurisdiction over the case
ause Coon failed to issue summonses to all memrs of the case, and the BOG is subject to the
linois Court of Claims, not the circuit court.
Because the court has no jurisdiction, the case
not be heard in Coles County Circuit Court. The
.will 'Continue to deduct union and Fair Share

dues from faculty paychecks because the court did
not rule on the content of the case.
Coon blamed his lack of legal knowledge for the
for the setback.
"No summonses were issued because somebody
didn't ask the clerk to send them," Coon ~aid. "That
(somebody) was me."
Charles Orelove, representing the BOG in a limited appearance, argued Coon sent his own summons
rather than having the circuit clerk's office do it,
which is not proper procedure.
Coon also had an Illinois Court of Appeals case
concerning Fair Share thrown out on technicalities
Sept. 15.
Coon said Illinois Educational Labor Relations
Board rules state that union dues and Fair Share
payments must be collected in set dollar amounts,
not as a percent of employee paychecks. Fair Share
dues are assessed on faculty members who are not
members of UPI, but benefit from its collective bargaining.
........
" · · " ·

When Carolyn Brown Hodge, a
candidate for the House seat from
the l 06th District, gave her speech
for the University Democrats she
not only detailed her campaign tac. tics and strategy, but explained her
pro-choice stance, among other
issues.
Hodge said her interest in the
campaign started when she first
saw the map for the new district.
"I felt like it was a good year for
a Democrat, and the numbers (of
Democrats) added up in the area,"
Hodge said.
Hodge, an Edgar County resident
from Paris and an Eastern graduate,
is a supporter of a stronger education legislation, reduced health care
costs and affordable health care
insurance.
She also felt that she could present a stronger stance on the issues
of education, health care and prochoice issues than her opponent,
Republican Mike Weaver of
Ashmore.
She also cited her own improvement ideas of health care and family leave issues and women's reproductive rights.
"It's no one's decision, but ours
and I feel strongly about these
issues," Hodge said.
The University Democrats were
offered to ask questions on her
opinions and campaign strategies,

such as radio advertisements and
grassroots campaigning that included speaking with the agricultural
community and using door-to-door
campaigning along with fundraising and volunteer recruitment.
University Democrats members
made their own decisions on the
issues that were being addressed ·
and participated in a question and
answer session.
"I like her stand on education
and pro-choice," said Amy Hall,
University Democrats -member. "I
don't think some politician in
Washington that you don't know
should make decisions for you,"
Hall added.
Pat Anderson, president of the
University Democrats, said, "I
respect that she addressed the abortion issue, and it takes courage to
address issues that have not been
addressed by her opponent Mike
Weaver," Anderson added.
After the meeting , Anderson
made the finalized plans for the
University Democrats' trip to the
National Democratic Youth Rally
and Banquet in Chicago that will
honor Bill Clinton, Carol Moseley
Braun and the 1992 Democratic
ticket at the Allerton Hotel on Sept.

26.
The group has also targeted Oct.
16 for the campus canvassing that
will have University Democrat
members campaigning on Eastem's
campus and in the Coles County
area.

Third-party Senate bid
not a political threat ~:~~w
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Staff writer

Chad Koppie isn't likely to play
spoiler in the Illinois Senate race
this year, but he could hurt
Republican candidate Rich Williamson's campaign if he draws
away enough votes, political science professors and both senate
campaigns said Wednesday. .
"Since he is a conservative
Republican, he may attract some
votes from Rich Williamson," said
Laurence Thorsen, Eastern political science professor.
Koppie, running as an independent senate candidate of the
Illinois Conservative Party, split
from the Republican party because
he said he is unhappy with the
party's platform, goals and commitment.
This late in the election, Koppie
has little chance to win because he
has no name recognition, said
Andrew McNitt, Eastern political
science professor.
"He's invisible," McNitt said. "I
haven't noticed much about him in
the press. He's even less visible
than Rich Williamson, which is
difficult."
"I think he'll harm the Republican Party, but I don't think the
Republican party is going to win
the election anyway."
Koppie's main difference with
Williamson is over abortion.
Koppie is pro-life and Williamson
is pro-choice.
Williamson's campaign plans to
ignore the third party candidate
and concentrate on beating the
Democratic challenger, Carol .
Moseley Braun.
"We think it will be a race
between (Williamson) and Carol
Braun," said David Loveday,
Williamson's chief spokesman.
"They disagree about just about
everything. Mr. Koppie and

~llimn.~fil.m~l~~.:.~
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He's even less visible
than Rich Williamson, which is difficult.
· Andrew McNitt
Political Science
professor

ff

Williamson agree on 99 percent of
the (Republican) platform."
Braun's campaign is taking little notice of Koppie other than
what it may do to Williamson's
campaign.
"We disagree strongly about his
position on pro-choice," said
David Ichenbaum, a spokesman
for Braun's campaign. "We consider him more of a Republican
problem. We are going to continue
to campaign on (Braun's) message."
Koppie's split from the paffS' i~
a symptom of the problems witllfu
the Republican party this election,
Thorsen said.
"There are a lot of right wing
Republicans in the nation like Pat
Buchanan who feel that President
Bush represents the right wing of
the Republican Party well," he
added.
Loveday said Braun's campaign
is driven by name recognition,
which does make her vulnerable to
Koppie 's challenge.
"In a poll I saw he took away a
percentage point from her," he
said. "I think it is because people
don't know where she stands." ·

~~
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Presidential stall

::~~~~~r!~!~h U.S. Senate race heating u
As another chapter in the history of Eastern
draws to a close, the start of its newest journey
hasyettobegin.
On Thursday, trustees from the Board of
Governors, the governing board for Eastern
and four other Illinois universities, will interview
four finalists for the position and announce the
fi
successor of ormer president Stan Rives later
that afternoon.
The announcement comes at a time when
Eastern's administration has a new provost and
vice president for academic affairs, an acting
d
fo
vice presi ent r stude~t affairs ar:'d two vice
•
•
presidents with, at th_e
most, three years expert-

Edttonal

Hard-working
Braun perfect
Senate ChOiCe

r

iditor note: This is the beginning
of several dueling politic.al columns
. ....··· ,
comparing the local and national
~...,f'tftlt
elections that will take place Nov. 1 James
3. Each week, a different race will
be previewed, written by on-cam- Martinez
pus advocates of each candidate.

l
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I became a supporter of our next Congresswoman,
Democrat Carol Moseley Braun, during the spring of this
year before the democratic primaiy for U.S. Senate. As I

Williamson
·
answers call·
to leadership

The election is almost o
month away and it is in this
stretch of the campaign that
David
must seriously consider for
Williams
their vote will go. College s
especially should take notice,
is their future that will be
by the policies of the next U.S. Senator.
Rich Williamson's opponent has proven to have
treme leftist policies that could misrepresent Illinois
ing the experience needed to serve as senator. The

'flier~f@l§ PJ 1Jg~9ncgC~~n~t.ern:,i,Y~~~t~~ t,-fJ~:S0:~;.~~r~~~:~~-~~~~e~Z::~~~~~~~t~~y!~ · ~~~i:n~~~~;,~:~~~~. serving as a

.

!-..-&1etr:;of:tl"'le~:VR:e" pr~stdefrt'S are 'tapaDle --~n lwartted representing me in Congre5s.~ ,.~
.:• ~· •1' ·•bcr of-President Bush's :General AcMsory Cdn1ml~
· d" "d al
t th I ck f I d h"
. h" h
Carol Moseley Braun is never afraid to stand up for her Arms Control and as President Regan's a senior
m IV! ~ S, ye
e a O ~ ers IP Wit m t e beliefs. Carol stands for real reform in Congress and I House staff member in charge of intergovernme
admm1strat1on cannot continue. Provost and would like to ask that you consider supporting Carol on affairs. He is a man full of new and refreshing ideas.
VPAA Barbara Hill is not only handling the Nov. 3 in the general election. It's time for a change.
a "doer," a man of wisdom and compassion.
duties of her office but is at the same time jugCarol Moseley Braun has run a fair and graceful camIn a time when this nation is hit worst by the r
gling the duties of president.
paign. We don't like to engage in negative and misleadthe poor leadership in the Senate, college students
Eastern needs a new pre "d t
East- ing campaigns. Republican candidate Rich Williamson seriously consider their future. Here are some inte
,
.
SI en now.
has continuously distorted the facts which has cost him differences between Democratic candidate
~rn s s~venth president must be on campus even more votes. His negative, racially-slanted radio Moseley Braun and Williamson, all of which college
1mmed1ately - not next semester and not next advertisements has turned off even his own supporters.
dents should be aware of:
year. The fact that all four of the presidential
I know the voters will see that he can't win a cam• Williamson's opponent has been slow and und
finalists have been called back shows the paign that is full of lies and exaggerations.
her position of ethanol. In contrast, Rich Williamson
extreme indecisiveness on this campus This is
There are many reasons why Carol Moseley Braun increased production of ethanol; which would incr
:
th"
t ffo d
·
should be elected as our next Senator. She has been a corn sales_in Illinois by over 200 million bushels.
some mg we canno a r ·
.
.
tr~l-blazer for more than a decade in Illinois government.
·Braun voted for 11 tax hikes.on in(;C>Jne.,..gbo
t' Eastern has gone far to long w1tl)out an A native Chicagoan, Braun began her political career as a cars, hotels, gas anq c:vf11..~Rtf"'5. ~~:~~
.effective _president and a leader in the.adminis- member of the Illinois House of RepresentatiVes in 1978. times for'a property.~ i~c
ilh~M
tration. Two years ago the resignation of Rives Trained a:- a lawyer ~t the University of_Chi~go aod later ever, favors -~~<alJCSI}~~ cuts ~&f.ve famlll
and the 'dismantling of his administration began as an assistant state s attorney, her legislative career was break and create new Jdb~. His -plan ~I~ for a
and the scars f th Ri ·
.
marked from the beginning by an activist approach to gains tax cut and IRA deductibility.
0
· .
e. v~s era remam as a sym- government reform.
• While Williamson's opponent rejects school r
bol of where th~ university has been and where
A forceful debater and tenacious campaigner for- repRich Williamson feels that parents should have the
we need to go m the future.
resentative democracy, Braun 's legislative record is to decide where to send their children to school.
Understanding that like any new position a replete with landmark victories for open and accountable Williamson also endorses the increased funding for
training period is necessary, the new president government.
Start, merit pay for teachers and other programs
should come to campus this semest
"th th
Braun was the chief sponsor of the first minority and
have proven to be unsuccessful.
.
.
er WI .
e female set-aside law in Illinois, legislation requiring
• Braun opposed the death penalty and has s
u~ders~ndmg t_hat the dutie: of the president divestment of Illinois pension funds from South Africa, support for the decriminalization of marijuana. But
·Wiii be m full swing by the spnng semester.
election law reforms and the extension of voting hours Williamson supports the death penalty and feels that
It's time Eastern gets back on its feet and and welfare and medical assistance reform all over the ital punishment should expand to include 42 fed
headed in the right direction.
state.
crimes, among them murder of law enforcement
Eastern' s seventh president will serve as a
Along with sponsorship of funding legislation, she has and murders by drug kingpins.
new b · ·
i:;
th
·
"ty
d "th
been especially active in educational reform. Braun was
• During this time of heavy government spe
.
egmnmg ior e ~mversi ~n WI a the first sponsor of the local school improvement act.
Braun favors increased bureaucracy and spending
timely e?tran.ce a~ president the JOUrney f<;>r
In 1987, Braun was elected the Cook County recorder solution to the environmental problem. Rich Willi
leadership will brmg to a close a chapter m of d eeds, elected by over one million votes. Carol however, would support strong recycling prog~
Eastern's history that will long be remembered Moseley Braun's career has been characterized by her increased international cooperation on environm
as a time of trials and tribulations and a turning sincere commitment to progressive, non-racial politics.
issues and a national pro-environmental energy poll
point in history
She is the recipient of over t 00 prestigious awards for
• While Braun voted twice for a pay increase,
·

Haste maketh waste.
John Heywood

.

~

community and government services, including the
Independent Voters of Illinois/ Independent Precinct
Organization Best Legislator award, the Association of
Commerce and Industry Achievement award, the
Chicago Urban League Beautiful People award and the
Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund.
I believe that as responsible voters, you will come out
and support the candidate for change. I would ask that
you consider supporting Carol of Nov. 3 in the general
election. It's time w e had a change.

Williamson feels there should be recorded votes on
pay raises and that Congress should face election
any approved raises are initiated.
Of course, these are just a few of the several di
ences between the two candidates. But now is the
to consider which candidate has the best experience
ideas to lead our country into the next decade.
The election isn't about race and it isn't about g
It is about who can best represent Illinois in the
Senate. Rich Williamson is that man, and he dese
your support.
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Touch-tone
information
ends soon

-

------~
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Communityfest
celebrates city
By BRANDEE LUCAS
Staff writer

Consolidated Communications Inc. is discontinuing its
Touch-A-Topic telephone information service to Charleston/Mattoon area residents.
Touch-A-Topic, a local touchtone telephone service, will be
discontinued Oct. 31. The service provides information on
topics including local area reports, auto tips, the local weath" cable TV listings, sports re' soap operas, news stories,
topics, the Illinois state lot' concerts, health tips, dental
and a comedy line.
According to Peter Barr, a
,kesman for Consolidated
immunications, a study was
lertaken which reviewed the
ing volume and expenses for
1viding the service and it was
1und that "the cost of providing
1e service has gone up." The
111-free service, which has been
1vailable since 1988, has also
en a decrease in popularity
·er the past three years.
Barr also said the same infor1ation provided by Touch-Abpic is easily available else·here and the service is not as
1werful of an advertising medias was expected. It has been
"icult to pin-point the type of
1ple who would call, he said.
Touch-A-Topic was provided
an added service to local subscribers and was supported by
sponsors who were able to advertise their business through
1
*1itomated voice .system.

The second annual Charleston
Communityfest will be held this
Saturday on Charleston's Square.
The festival will begin at 10 a.m.
with a farmers' market and sidewalk sale. Communityfest CoChair Tanya Wood said there will
be a variety of activities for all
ages.
Wood said petting zoos, duck
ponds and balloon sculptors are
arranged for children. She added
that magicians, clowns, games and
rides are also planned. Other activities planned for children are the
Kiddie Tractor Pull scheduled for 2
p.m. and face painting scheduled
for3 p.m.
Crafts, artwork, quilt shows, an
1800s movie of Charlestqn and
musical groups are also featured
attractions, Wood said.
Dunk tanks featuring "celebrities" from the Charleston community will be set up at the Communityfest.
Wood said among the dunkees
are Charleston City Council Commissioners Bruce Scism and Jim
Dunn, police officers Brenda Arnold and Hank Pauls and ihe principal and assistant principal of Jefferson Elementary School.
Other dunkees include Eastem's
women's basketball coaches, post
office carriers, Charleston High
School cheerleaders, the owners of
the Charleston Lanes bowling
alley, Wood said.
Gospel and string quartets, rock,
country and jazz, will be playing
throughout the day, Wood said.

Some of the musical acts performing at the Communityfest are
Catherine's Horse from Charleston,
Quintessence of Champaign and
New Harvest Band will perform at
11 a.m., while the Westcott Epperson and Davis Trio perform from
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., Wood said.
Members of the Charleston Historical Society will be giving tours
of the courtrooms in Coles County
Courthouse from noon until 1 p.m.
Also at the Courthouse will be a
quilt display by Quiltworks. Ambulance and fire truck tours are
also scheduled for the day, Wood
said.
A ceremony for the Community
Spirit Awards and the Crystal June
Melton Fund will take place on the
bandstand where Wood will make
a presentation at 6 p.m. Two community spirit awards for service to
the Charleston community will
also be given at that time, Wood
said.
Raffles will be held every half
hour with funds for the raffle going
to the Crystal June Melton Fund.
Wood said stores around the square
will also be collecting donations
for the fund throughout .the Communityfest.
Spec ials will be offered by
Charleston's restaurants and food
vendors from 10 a.m. until 9:30
p.m. on the Square, Wood said. She
added candidates and commissioners from Coles County will be
around to talk and meet with citizens.
She added the goal of the festival is to "have everyone come
down to see-what.Charleston has tG offer."
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EYECARE
EASTERN DISCOUNT
PROGRAM
STUDENTS, FACULTY
and ADMINISTRATION
FREE
$2Q.OO OFF CONTACTS
BUY a PAIR of
1 PAIR of
COLORED
CLEAR
CONTACTS
and recieve a
CONTACTS
FREE

*standard soft,
daily wear

CLEAR PAIR
OF CONTACTS

1/3

OFF

a Complete Pair
of Glasses

345-2527 235-1100
528 West Lincoln
CHARLESTON
_ .(N.ext to ·Wal-mart) -

700 Broadway East
MATTOON
(.Cross~coumy

Mattt
•.

1.0 tansa.."'W'A""''Y)>"
for '""U or q. a session
Hair cuts s7,75 and up
Perms s35 and up

Mary-Kay cosmetics avail. thru Deb

1205 3'd St.
1112 Blocks N. Lincoln
exp. Date Nov. 18, 1992

i

t?J

TED'S

i

~

TONIGHT-SLIDE SHOW

SPECIAL EXPORT NITE

25

n. Special Export Light

'JI Old Style-Popcorn
Mil Best-Hot Dogs

is1.oo MIXERS-D.J. STEVE HOPE
WHY PAY $2 COVER SOMEWHERE ELSE?

NO COVER

s
JIJ\111\llY JOHN'S
<i.<>II~~E y ~ - - - .:S~
''WE'LL BRING'E.Nl TC> YA''

345

1075

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S
© COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC.
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CAA reviews home economics
By TERESA JOHNSON
Staff writer

The Council on Academic Affairs will hear its first subcommittee report on its "Review of the
Major" in home economics at the 2
p.m. meeting Thursday in the
Arcola-Tuscola room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
An evaluation of the major is
organized around specific goals and
objectives that, when accomplished, provide a set of courses
with connections defining internal
structure.
"Home economics gave their

report to CAA in April and now the
subcommittee will report back to
them (the CAA) at Thurday's meeting," CAA Chair Kathlene Shank
said.
Each subcommittee includes one
member representing the department and three council members,
including one student member.
In the evaluation of the majors,
the academic major must be defined as a curricular element which
will permit students to make an inquiry into an academic or professional field of study.
The home economics subcommittee includes Ron Gholson, sub-

committee chair and professor in
secondary education; Cheryl Hawker, associate professor of mathematics; Steve Stover, student member and Joyce Crouse, home economic department chair.
"Ron Gholson 's three-year term
expired and he was nice enough to
come back and serve as the subcommittee's chair for the report,"
said Kandy Baumgardner, CAA
vice-chair.
"This is the first time (CAA) will
hear a subcommittee report and we
will be more concerned if we are
comfortable with the format which
we set up," Shank said. ·

Perot re-enters, supporters split
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Illinoisans backing Ross
Perot's return to the presidential campaign said
Wednesday that preliminary results of a state poll of
past and current supporters shows overwhelming
approval for such a move.
But the former head of Perot's Illinois petition drive
wants the Texas tycoon to act to get off the ballot, saying a revitalized candidacy would be a "sham."
"He had his one chance and amateurishly blew it,"
David Charlson said, now a strategist for the Democratic nominee, Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton. "He now
only deserves to sit on the sidelines and be quiet."
Charlson, once chairman of the Illinois Perot
Executive Committee, and Theodore H. Pincu~, former communications director and member of the exec-

ing that he remove his name from ballots in all 50
states.
"You would therefore enable the nation to avoid any
distortion that could alter the results in a close election
and possibly elect a president through pure accident,"
the letter states.
Spokeswoman Pat Freeman of the state Elections
Board said the deadline for removal of a candidate's
name in Illinois is 15 days before the Nov. 3 election.
Tom Wing, state chairman of the United We Stand
chapter in Illinois, said all 50 state affiliates of Perot's
political organization are trying to survey all Perot volunteers. The affiliates are asking two questions: Do the
volunteers believe Clinton and President Bush have
addressed the major issues, and do they want Perot

Yo, Bradshaw!
"church lady"

UNIVERSIT
THEATRE
Presents

Happy 22nd
B-Day Love,Mis...
.....__

-----

by Neil Simon

rlti

8 pm Sept 16-19,

23-26
2 pm Sept 20,27

PANTHER

---TQ NI GHT!
$1 25
LOUNGE

•

p ITC HER S

50 ¢

in the studio
Doudna Fine Arts Center

Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
Call (217) 581-3110

'VISA I

II

Advertise

Little Kings

in the
Daily Eastern New

utive committee, sent a letter Wednesda~y~t~o~P~e~ro~t,~as~k~-~~ba~c~k~in~th~e~rac~e?I_·------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~======~

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
RDOMINO'S

Rum drinks
50¢ off
Our Kitchen in now open

SERVING PIZZA

..

How You Like Pizza At Home.

UNFORGIVEN (R) 7:00

~"~ !~CHARLESTON, IL

r---------------------------------1---------------i
2 FREE PEPSIS
I

with:

- MEDIUM PIZZA

MEDIUM PAN PIZZA

1Mrortf·oRAfT

with Cheese

All Imports Drafts

S1.50
Whatney's Red Barrell
Guinness, Harp and
Double Diamond Ale

Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m-9p.m.

"""""!

~ . Bar Hours
~ 11a.m. - 1a.m. ~

I

TERRIFIC TUESDAYS! I
Dinner for THREE!

OR

$6.95
DAY

LARGE PIZZA
with Cheese &
3 FREE PEPSIS

THURSDAY
STEAK NIGHT
8 Oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, Slaw

.

5?u~x

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
with .32oz. of PEPSI

•
•
•
L---------------------------------L--------------•

.

·. ·

~

::

TUESDAYS ONLY...

::

STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABL

OFFER GOOD AT LISTED LOCATIONS ONLY. NO LIMIT ON PIZZAS. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION COUPON WHEN ORDEAi
#.
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eadly rains hit
ranee, 30 dead
rAISON-LA-ROMAINE, France
) - France's deadliest storm in
years killed at least 30 people.
IC!uding 21 in an ancient town
:vastated by a flash flood, officials
"id Wednesday. Hundreds of resworkers searched for nearly 50
·ssing people.
Torrential rains and violent
mds swept through southern
·ance on Tuesday. ruining crops
id damaging roads and buildings
scenic Vaucluse, a popular desti1tion for French and foreign vacaioners.
"It's an indescribable tragedy,"
·id Claude Haut, mayor of Vaison'-Romaine, one of the towns hard>! hit.
Weather forecasters said the
~e storm system struck England
Wednesday, swelling rivers in
south and central regions. No
1ths were reported but highways
id rail lines were flooded, and

-

t housands of commuters were
stranded.
Italian authorities reported two
people were missing when flash
floods swept the Savona area on the
coast north near the French border.
French officials put the number
of deaths in northern Vaucluse at
25, including five Belgians.
Twenty-one of the victims were
killed in Vaison-la-Romaine, a
town of 5,000 dating to Roman
times, 25 miles north of Avignon.
Two were killed in the town of
Aubignon and two in Gigondas.
Of the nearly 50 people reported
missing, five were Belgian, two
German and one Dutch.

7A

Ike's Kitchen is open at 11 am.

$'l 00
•
Cheeseburg_er

1

Fries and soft1Jr1nk

111·s

I
J.ITTJ.E
I

..

.

CAMPUS

Delta Tau Delta
Congratulates
its New Active Members:
Jason Bonomo
John Cicela
Jerry Evans
Matt Giordano

Steve Hardy
Randy Horton
Chris Jones
Jeff Martynowicz
Lee Wolff

Dan Nashland
Bryan Orr
Joe Siddens
Travis Southurd

'The best QB's in town!"

Sweetheart Roses
Special

We serve only cold, premium quality drafts!
plus: $1.50 Pitchers
All bottles only $1
Shooter Specials
10¢ hot dogs
25¢ jalapeno sausage
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, I

One Dozen w /Vase

$15.95
Two Dozen w / Vase

$21.95

Noble Flower Shop
~ 503

Jefferson in Charleston~
North of the Post Office

345-7007

l!~a
~ut®-

105 W. Lincoln
345-7711

r---------------,

1One Medium 1-Topping Pizza 1
I
99
I
I
•
I

$5

IOne Additional Medium Cheesel
I
Pizza
I
I
I
I
I

$2 • 99

I
I
.
(Delivery or Dine-in)
~I
Not valid with any other offer f!~ I
expires 10/11/92

~ut

L--------------~~
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PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING,
418
W.
LINCOLN,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331.
12/11

The Daily fastem News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorreg insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

~C-.,-ASCO-H~F'"""o"""R-G"""o"""L""'D"'"-c=-D,.-,IA-.,-M'""'oNDS-

G U NS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON'S COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN
SHOP
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
T's Expert Keys. Typing. Free
pick-up
and
delivery
in
Charleston. Same day service
available. Call 348-0627
------~~~-9/25
Need a paper typed? Call Carla at
581-3068. Charge-$1 per page.

~--------9/25

---~-----~9/30

Why pay big city auto rates? Call
Hall Insurance to save. 345-7023
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/2

Knowledgeable male student
needed to assist with electric
fencing. Hours flexible. 345-4600.
Ask for Ira.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/2
Wanted: Part-time afternoon
experienced farm help. 345-6550.
~~~~~~~~~9/30
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. MALE or
FEMALE. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

SERVICES OFFERED

TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS

ROOMMATES

FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST &. FOUND
ANNOUNCf.MENTS

The

ADOPTION: Loving couple
unable to have baby wants to
give infant all advantages of a
loving, financially secure home.
We'll pay expenses. Legal, confidential. Ca!I collect (717) 5692944.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/16 Pregnant? Happily married, well
educated couple would like to
adopt an infant. We can give your
child the kind of home you would
want-love, support, security, and
an education. Legal and medical
fees paid. Call collect (815) 8443309.

Child care offered in my home or
yours. Alternate hours during the
day & evening. Call Jennifer
Trenkler. 581-5030.

DIRECTORY

CLASSIFIED

Ao FORM

Name: _________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: - - - - - - - -StudentsD Yes D No
Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

Microwave ovens for rent $59 for
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apartment Rentals 820 Lincoln St.
phone 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
Male subleaser needed for S '93.
Close to Campus. Heat Paid for.
Call after 6. Ask for Todd. 3481461
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/2
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Upstairs rooms for 3-4. Share
bath and kitchen. $165 each
includes utilities. 345-341 O

Did you know there's a $55 round
trip flight to Chicago from the local
airport? Coles County Memorial
Airport, located on highway 16
between Charleston and Mattoon,
has 3 flights per d·ay to/from
Chicago's Midway Airport. Call 1800-428-0706 and tell them you're
an EIU studenVfaculty.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

Mini storage for rent by the
month. Apartment Rentals 820
Lincoln St. phone 348-7746.
7""o=,,....,--=c,,--,-=c-=c-=~12/11
QUIET 1-BR APT, FURNISHED.
UTILITIES PAID. FOR 1 OR 2.
CALL 345-4336 AFTER 5 PM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

GREEI< S & CL UBS
RAISE A COOL

•1000
IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE

HEADPHONE RADIO
jult ... callina

1-800-932-0528, ED. 65

1 Part of S.A.R.
5 Hippies' haunts
9 Anything
whatever
14 Arabian gulf
t5 Zelle's alias
16 Intimate actress?
11 "- - Smile Be
Your Umbrella"
t 8 Algerian port
19 Overact
20 Not homemade
23 Aiming high
24 Barbary sheep
29 New Deal agcy.
30 Female lobster
32Fen
33 Pet of Elizabeth II
:M Having a narrow

slit

1983 PLYMOUTH GRAND FURY
4-Door, 83,000 Actual Miles ,
Good Dependable Transportation, $1650 . Call Steve, Days
581-6251, Evenings, 348-1657.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30

RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have golf frisbee Thursday I
p.m. Enter "on the spof' near the campus pond. Participants must
by5:30p.m.
PHI GAMMA NU Actives will have a meeting at 6 p.m. Thursday
CH229. See ya there! CHAIRS meet at 5:30 p.m. in Lumpkin Loungell
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will have a meeting at 6 p.m. Thursday
the Greenup room-Union. Please bring $10 for homecoming shirts. Al
members please attend and new members are always welcome.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION, (AHA), will have a weekly m
5 p.m. Thursday in Andrews Hall Lobby. Early dinner will be at 4:05 p.
Thomas Food Service. Everyone living in a residence hall is weloome
attend!
OASIS WILL HAVE a "lunch bunch" meeting at noon Thursday in the
ther Lair at McDonald's. All adult students are invited to join us for lunc:IL
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have a weekly Bible study at 7
Thursday in the Neoga room of the University Union. Information
and sign-up sheets for the fall convention will be available.
SPEECH COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION will have a picnic at 5
Thursday at Campus pond. Rain or Shine, the event will be held.
majors welcome.
ROTARACT WILL HAVE the first meeting at 6 p.m. Thursday in
Please not the change in location. Snacks provided. New me
encouraged to come.
ARMY ROTC WILL be conducting land navigation training at 3 p.m. al
archery mound. Uniform is BDU's and and soft cap with paper and
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF Black Journalist will have a meeting
p.m. Thursday at the Daily Eastern News Office. Everyone is w
especially those who are journalism, speech communication or public
lions majors.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have a pledge class meeting at 6:30 p.m. Th
in the Martinsville Room. Reminder-don't forget!
EIU ENGLISH MOTORING Society will an informational meeting at 5
Thursday in McDonald's, University Union. Open to all British car
asts and owners.
SOCIETY FOR THE Advancement of Management will have a m ·
7 p.m. Thursday in 017 Lumpkin Hall. Guest Speaker.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day on
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Cam
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Satu
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publ
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
conflicting information will not be run.

MEMBER WHO CAUS!
No obligation.. No COit.
YoumoptaFREE

ACROSS

Eastern News

oaily

Church childcare attendant needed. Sunday mornings and Wednesday afternoons/evenings. $5/hour.
Please call for interview. 235-5676.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

38 - - Guo-Ieng, "
Chinese leader

65 Kind of club

66 Rocket stage

39 Utmost extent

67 lnnisfail
68 Pelt

41 One of a 8-52
crew

17

69 Zulus' kin

42 U.S. power agcy.

4

20

10 Movie pooch

43 Flagrant

23

71 Tyrant

46 Pastoral
composition

DOWN

48 Penn pronoun

1 Latin music
2 "Waiting for
Lefty" playwright

49 French
possessive
50 Atmosphere:
Comb. form

38
43

51 It may have
tweeters

48

53 Free samples

51

58 Batttewagon

eo Capacitance umt
MExec'scar

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
11 Sticky stuff
12 Follower of
F.D.R.
13 Curler's mark
21 Sinning
22Boss1n
McKinley's day

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

D Cash

OCheck

D Credit

Check number

25 Diamond fig.
·· 26 Pepys's legacy
27 "Tempest" spirit

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students wtth valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 1Ocents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minim.um. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

• 28 Design transfer
31 Shelley's
sundowns

33 Newscaster
Huntley etal.

so Custard apple

34 - · · to (should)

52 Icelandic literary
works

35 Peep show

540wnup

36 Buzz off!
37 City of NW Spain

55 Jamaican citrus
fruits

40 Island of ttie
Lesser Sundas

57 Guide

GO Transmit
electronically
61 In the past

56 Silent films· Bara

44 Ballad ending
45 Cleans hides for
tanning
47 Extended
shortage

P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

News

News

News

Designing

Married ...
Delta

SportsCenter
Pitt at
California at

Quantum Leap

Inside Edition
Ent. Tonight
Different World Top Cops
Rhythm and Blues

Murder She,

Cubs at
Phillies

Room for two

Kansas

Wrote

America

Cheers
Wins

Homefront

Movie: Adventures
in Babysittin

Street Stories

Comedy Store's Middle Ages

Prime Time

20th BDay
News

Live
News

M"A"S"H

Comm.Pr

Current Affair

Johnny B

Baseball Tonig
SportsCenter

MacGyver

-----

L.A. Law

Simpsons

Disney

American

Movie: Death

Martin
The Heights

Little House

Experience

Dreams
Star Trek

Combat

Thirtysomething

Natural World

Being Served?

News
Flash Gordon

Kojak

Movie
Suspicion

.. ' ..
-

Listening to

~

.. . . .. .

~

.........
-- - -

..

'

• .. '

.... *
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armer Detroit Tiger pitcher dies in car crash
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Aurelio Lopez,
rbose relief pitching helped the Detroit
'igers become World Series champions
1984, was killed in an automobile accit. He was 44.
Police said on Wednesday the car
ing driven by Lopez"overturned on a
'1gbway. He was thrown from the vehicle
1d it rolled over him.
Lopez's wife, Celia, and another pasger were treated for injuries.
Lopez had his best years with the
'igers. He was 10-1 with 14 saves in
1
984 when they won the American

League pennant. He won games in the
playoffs and the World Series, allowing
one hit in three innings of two World
Series games as the Tigers beat the San
Diego Padres in five games.
Lopez was let go by the Tigers the following year, and was given a spring
training tryout by the Houston Astros in
1986, but was cut before the season
began.
He returned to Mexico and spent much
of his time fishing.
But, in June he got a call from the
Astros and, at 37, his relief pitching was

a key factor in Houston winning the
National League West title.
"I waited four months to be in a Houston Astros uniform," he said. "I was a
free agent, but I wanted to show them I
could still pitch." Lopez broke into the
major leagues briefly with Kansas City in
1974 and returned in 1978 with the St.
Louis Cardinals. He went to the Tigers in
the 1979.
Lopez finished his career with the
Astros in 1987, ending with a lifetime
mark of 62-36, 93 saves and a 3.56
earned run average.

After leaving baseball, Lopez returned
to his hometown of Tecamachalco in the
state of Puebla, about 90 miles east of
Mexico City. He was elected municipal
president, equivalent to being mayor of
the city and the county around it, in 1990.
Town secretary Antonio Martinez
Aburto said by telephone that a delegation from the Tecamachalco was accompanying Lopez's body home. He said
funeral arrangements had not yet been
made.
Survivors include Lopez's widow, a
son and a daughter.
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1985 Doge Omni. Auto, 4 door,
white. $800.00 OBO. Call (217)
849-2581.
10/1
=-p=E=T-S""'N,..,...,..A.,..,K=E-R=-ed_,....,,T,....a""'lc-=-B
i 0a
Python B 0 Will Deliver. $1 ,967.
5318 Jay.
-----~--12/11
1978 Dodge DIPLOMAT, Great
Condition, Good gasi mileage. No
rush on body. 345-7619.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
1985 Ford/LTD 4 DR automatic,
good condition, runs greatly. Only
$1080 now. Call 581-2530 after
5:30
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _9/28
1981 Suzuki GS1000L Very
Good Condition , $1300 OBO .
Call 581-3596

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
-,94 Cutlass Cierra, 53,000
les, 2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500
··6861.
"
• tJ
'"
12i11
'8 Honda Hawk, CB400. $450
. Great condition . Call 34805.
.----~~-~-12111
· sale '85 Dodge Colt/creme
rap transportation-Good Conlion ! $1200 . obo 348-7864
ista.
---~--~---12111
Pontiac TransAm 15th
1iversary limited edition, t-tops,
condition , 3,000 obo. 347after 5:30
~-----~-12111
•reo & speakers-$60. b-ball
1/backboard-$30. Over-under
:her/dryer-$75. 1Oa-2p. 345-

s

P=~-~-~~~12111

FOUND: Keys in Booth Library.
Call to claim 6072.
9/28
LOST~ Women's Go.Id Nugget
r -· .- - . - - WH ,- br,acelet.At-st~s er Stix on-Sattlf·,EAP! FBl/U.S . SEIZED 89
day night. $100 Reward. Call
RCEDES, $200; 86 VW, $50;
581-6822.
MERCEDES, $100; 65 MUS9/25
IG, $50. FREE lnformation-24
ur Hotline. 801-379-2929
1yright #IL 14KJC
k-.,.-~c="',--,:---,---,.---,,..--,11 /24
SEE YOUR FACE in the 1992
MENS' blk leather jacket sz
Warbler Yearbook. Portraits are
., $50; wmns blue jean jacket sz
being taken Sept. 22-25 & Sept.
$15. 348-8545
28-30 in the University Union
~-~--~-~12111
Neoga Room and Oct. 1 & 2 in
linton/Gore & Carol Moseley
Stevenson Hall Basement. Walk1un Tee-shirts for $10.00 & up.
1·0030
ins will be accepted.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _9
. /25
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 11/4
h.s1 Programmable Graphics Big Wheels Teams-Enter your ·
team at IKE's or call 348-5404.
1lculator. Used one semester.
Team Deadline Thurs. Sept. 24
.00 (217) 586-2676.
F------,---~~9./25
9/24
QO[ldflle Mountain Bike 18",
DENISE MCMULLEN-An aweAelro
ars,. many
sqme silver sis! Stix was a blast,
Tickets, $50; Alpine Car CD
•er, $190; Clarion Tape Deck,
. Call 581-61.37 •
~-

1

ID
' 5+-~rn~r_
.
t·i·m
-• e,tric n_01 to cheat _ha- I h ? Lqve, Rach~O~.. .
U==t=:t::=i:Ji~~t::
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ATTENTION HOMECOMING
CHAIRS-! THE DEADLINE FO~
ORDERING POMPS FROM
TOKENS IS FRIDAY, SEPT. 25.
CALL IRA AT 345-4600 FOR
INFORMATION. GIGANTIC DISCOUNTS AS USUAL
-~,----~_ _ _9i 25
Hey Everyone! Get your team
ready for BIG WHEELS race ,
Saturday, September 26 at 11 :00
a .m. For info. or registration
forms call 348-5404 or 348-8222.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
TOKENS CHECK CASHING
SERVICE OPEN LATE AND
WEEKENDS TO SERVE YOU
BETTER. OUR FRIENDLY
STAFF ANSWERS QUESTIONS,
TOO. LIMITED ENROLLMENT
PERIOD.
_ _ _ca9/2,8, 11, 16,21,24,29,
(Just Spence's) Resale 1148 6th
St. Open Tues.-Sat. 1-5. Current
and 60s 70s style clothing. Where
shopping is an adventure.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 9/24
Warbler Yearbook Portraits will
be taken Sept. 22-25 & Sept. 2830 in the University,Union-Nepga
Room and Oct. 1 & 2 in Stevenson Hall Basement. Walk-ins will
be accepted. Portrait packages
available.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
Venessa of AST, You are doing a
great job and I'm so glad you're
my Iii sis. Love Paula
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
AMY WARD : Congrats on your
3.6 last semester. We're proud of
you! Love, A-Phi 9th St. girls
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
To the DEL TA TAU DEL TA
CHIS: Thank you for the beautiful
roses, the serenade and for
showing me again why Delts are
the CLASSIEST frat on campus!
Love, Laura
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
ANDY MCGLADE of SIGMA Pl:
Can 't wait to meet you tonight!
Love, Mom P.S.-Cut your hair!?!
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ _9/24

ff' .

alviri &~d Hobbes·

I ~f>.1£ GO\t>-lG TO

SG\OOL. I W15\i

I

Wf>.5 A i\G~R .
TIGER<; \X>N:i l'lUD
110 Kt-IOW AK'H\\\~G .

~

NEW BULBS. Most Intense Bulbs
Wolff makes. Call 348-0357-4
p.m. to 9p.m. For a Jamaican
Tan. 10 Sessions $23.00. Call us
for Tee-Shirts for organizations or
clubs. GREAT PRICES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28
JOE GALVIN: Congratulations on
Order of Omega! Your KOR
Brothers are proud of you!
,---,---..,..,,---,.-,--,..,.,--,.--,,----,-9124
Lorrie, Nicki, Nicole, Angela, Allison-You guys are great! Alpha
Garn luv, Tracy
--~~---~~,,_9./24
ATTENTION ALL RACE FANS,
come to MY PLACE LOUNGE
Saturday 11 a.m. until 1 a.m. and
watch the races and have a good
time.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
ALL EIU STUDENTS, ENTER
YOUR BIG WHEELS TEAMS
TODAY. Call 348-5404 for registration forms and info. PRIZES
AVAILABLE.
9/24
Bart, Stud, Dip , Package, &
Goofy~ Thanks for ..everythiAQ. W&
love ya guys. 103% l-oni.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./24
JIM BROACH of SIGMA CHI-Will
you be our Dad too? Squirt,
Rocky, Napper & D. 103% LOVE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./24
Muck-Thanks for being there for
me . Could this be the start of
something real? Adam
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
BARBEQUE SUNDAY 5-7 MORTON PARK SPONSORED BY
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
STUDENTS WELCOME.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ 9/25
AST FOOTBALL: Congrats on
your win !
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
AST's : 2nd Place for Derby Days
Banner-way to go!
__________
· 9/24
SIGMA CHl's : Great job with
Derby Days! The Women of
ALPHA SIGMA TAU
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24

by Bill Watterson
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" FERN" (Fawn) MEYER : Come
see me in the BIG BLUE ROOM!
I have pictures! T-n-Tot
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
JOANNE GUGLIOTTA, RACHEL
NOVAK and AMY EDWARDS:
Congratulations on being sent to
nationals as TOP TAU NOMINEES!
~~--,---...,.--,,,--,--..,,..,---9/24
The Men of Delta Sigma Phi
would like to congratulate Brian
Turnya on being selected for
membership in the Order of
Omega.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
KIM NALLY: Happy 21st Birthday!!
Love, Danae, Teri and Debbie.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _9/24
BRAD, I though you said you was
alright, Spider! JB and MN
~~--,.-,---~-~-9/24

All Residence Halls, sign up your
teams for BIG WHEELS. For registration forms and info. call 3485404. Deadline is Thursday.
,-,---=,-----=-----9/24
Hey Fraternities, Enter your BIG

-
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TINA SCONZA your the best
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA mom I
could have asked for. Love, Rita
9124
Jackie: I'm glad I have you for my
special sister. We'll have to go
out ~oon.illpha Garn love _and

. -. ....t=.-i:...;_, ___-1:···-~11>1. ·-·-;,...
.. -,,,·-~ ,._"'"_~_!. . .
t-S~
Amy·~~

..

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $115 AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO~ AN ITEM OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 ITEMS).
ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

\r.
y

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
'BETkEEN 1779IWP1841 7He
Ff)PtJtltT/ON /NCl?i!ASW 8t
1721, MAKl/tKi /r<&/.AN/?, f:1Y

Dane "C" Mall: BEWARE of short
people crossing your path (especially on TR's)-ALWAYS look
down ! Luv, ME-P.S. What does
the "C" stand for?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9,/24
Strassheim-How's my A-G sis
and past roomie ! I miss our big
messes. Let's go out soon! Love,
Saigon-P.S. Need some training
wheels for that scooter!
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _9/24
Seann(adoo): Happy 21st Birthday! Get ready for a night you
won 't remember. Sigma Love,
Nicole and Kristin

Giff Certificates and
for .·
my mom. We're gonna have a
all winners.
great year. Your Alpha Garn Kid.
~-=-c'C,...--,,-----~-9
. /24
ANGIE: Congrats on being lavaTami.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./24
liered to "Chippy" of Delta Tau
Kali Perkins-You're the best speDelta. Love, Amy and Tracy
_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _9/24
cial sister. We'll have to go out for
lunch next week. Alpha Garn
HEIDI DUNNETT-Hi Daughter!
love, Tami
Hang In There. It's almost time!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9./24
Let's go out soon. Your mommy
Jennie Meyers-You're a great
loves you! Sig Kap Love, ShanAlpha Garn mom! Your kid, Tracy
non
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./24
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24

1,., ... 1--~

~-

CA THY HARLEY: Congrats on
Order of Omega! Your Phi Sig
sisters are proud of you!
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _9/24

Name: _____ ______ __ _ __ _~
Address:
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Phone: _ _ _ __ __

Dates to run ------~-----

Message:

(one w ord per line)
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Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only)
No. words/days

Compositor_ _ _ __
Amqunt due:$ ____,_...,_,~
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Hyndman
©From page 12A
ranked No. l in the Midwest
Region and No. 4 in the nation by
Soccer America. They are off to
4-0-1 start, with a 1-1 tie against
14th ranked Nevada-Las Vegas
bei ng the only chink in their
armor.
When Hyndman graduated
from Eastern he went to Brazil to
teach. But he returned in 1976 as
a graduate assistant to Teller and
when Teller stepped down a year
later, he was named as head
coach.
Playing in Division II,
Hyndman led the Panthers into the
NCAA Tournament from 1977 to
1980. In 198 1, Eastern made the
jump to Division I and the
Panthers were not phased at all as
they went on to have the best season in school history.
Hyndman led the 1981 squad to
a third place finish in the nation
with an Eastern record of 19 wins.
During the year the Panthers
allowed eight goals against and
strung together 15 straigt, wins,
both school records.
"Our third place finish in 1981
was probably my biggest coach-

L'S FLOWER CO
DOZEN RED ROSES
~~$14,95 WRAPPED
$19.95 VASED

Eastern Illinois soccer all-time winning
coaches
CoachNears at Eastern

1335 MONROE

1. Schellas Hyndman.1977-83
Record: 98-24-11
2. Fritz Teller... ............. 1965-76
Record: 88-44-10
3. Cizo Mosnia .... 1984-present
Record: 74-54- 16
4. Hop Pinther.............. 1963-64
Record: 5-6-0

"'.........................................................................................

EIU 29-year record 265-128-37
(.663)
*As of Sept. 23, 1992
ing moment at Eastern,"
Hyndman said. "It was really special with it being our first year in
Divison I."
Hyndman said he looks back on
his years at Eastern with fond
memories.
"The thing I liked most about
Eastern was the great atmosphere," Hyndman said. "The
school was great, the people were

Schei/as Hynd'!ian
great; it just felt like home to me."
The SMU Soccer Classic will
be held Friday through Sunday at
Southern Methodist. Friday's
games will feature previouslyranked Creighton against the
Mustangs and Eastern against
North Texas State University. On
Sunday the Mustangs take on
Eastern and Creighton plays
NTSU.

(Giveaways All Nite!

Volleyball
®From page 12A
Bradley's crowd more than doubled the Lady Panthers' backers;
granted the team didn't have a ·
impressive season, but this lack
of support on the part of
Eastern 's supporters surely
didn't make the players feel very
good.
"It's frustrating sometimes
when the students don't come
out to support us," said senior
Shelly Stuckwisch ."This year,
though, I think things will be
different because I've talked to a
lot of people and we are expecting a huge turnout for the home
matches."
Ralston said those who did
come to cheer on Eastern last
season were truly dedicated
fans.

Football
"The fans that we've had
coming to the games have been
very knowledgable fans, but
most of the time it's just the parents," Ralston said. "I think
since we've gotten off to a good
start and we're in. the race for
conference then people should
be interested. Winning always
...draws crowds so we'd like to
keep our trend going."
Although Ralston's squad has
been riding a high-horse as of
late, Ralston knows the Western
and Northern matches will be no
cakewalk.
"Last year, we took Western
to five games until we lost,"
Ralston said. "None of our players have ever beaten Western so
I think we have a huge incentive
and everybody wants to get that
win.

PRICED TO MOVE
EIU DORM FRIDGES

• From page 12A
averaging more than 152 yards pe1
game. He also needs 868 more
yards to become the Gateway's alltime leading rusher.
The good news for Eastern is
that Davis is not coming off his
most productive game. Indiana
State held him to 99 yards on 29
carries.
"I think Indiana State played
harder than we did on the line of
scrimmage," Heacock said. "The
running back is only as good as the
offensive line. I don't know if he
ran as well as he is capable of, bu1
he certainly did not have the
blocking that would give him a
chance. ·
"Up until Saturday night, I
thought our offensive line played
fairly well. I though that was ou1
strength going into the season."

.......................................................................................
New Releases
li~
On Sale Now!
Fourth Street
1

[

Records ]

Sinead O'Connor
-I Am Not Your Girl

1

Extreme
-III Sides Every Story

Located at 4th & Lincoln

Nine Inch Nails

(Across from Hardee's)

-Broken

345-2884

Garth Brooks

OPEN
10 a.m.-10 p.m.

--The Chase

Great White
-Pysco City

CASSETTES
CD'S
$6.99
$10.99
Thursday & Friday Only

NOT ALL PIZZAS
ARE CREATED EQUAL!

· ·~

Not All Large Pizzas are 16"... Like Ours.
Not All Medium Pizzas are 14" ... Like Ours.
Not All Small Pizzas are 12" ... Like Ours.

$21 till May '93
Free Delivery

345-7083

~

--------------------------------(

SMALL (12•) )

(

MEDIUM (14•) )

(

LARGE (16•) )

THIN CRUST
THIN CRUST
THIN CRUST
CHEESE PIZZA CHEESE PIZZA CHEESE PIZZA

From Chicago

MAESTRO SUBGUM
AND THE WHOLE $3
"A cabaret, a world in miniature
full of unexpected charm,"
Critic's Choice, Chicago Reader

S3.99:- S4.99:- SS.99:Each addltlonal topping

FRIDAY, SEPT. 25
JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ

QUINTESSENCE $2
SATURDAY, SEPT. 26
From Baltimore: Dischord Recording Artists

LUNGFISH
w/HOT GLUE GUN $J

DOORS OPEN AT 10:00 SHOWTIME 10:30
FRIENDS & CO./DUNGEON•
509 VAN BUREN•CHARLESTON
FRONT BAR:345·2380•DUNGEON
HOTL1NE:345-2378

Charleston
909 18th street

348-7515

60~

~nlcars
pizza =ij
~

Good thru 9/27192.
Please present coupon when paying.

--

Each addltlonal topping
Charleston
909 18th s1ree1

348-7515

91~

~ntcars
pizza =ij
~

Good thru 9/27192.
Please present coupon when paying.

Each addltlonal topping $1.11
Charleston
909 18th street

348-7515

~tears
pizza =ij
~

Good thru 9/27/92.
Please present coupon when paying.

Carry-Out or Delivery!

--
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eds' Bip Roberts ties NL record
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Bip
1berts tied the National League
ord with his 10th consecutive
it, then was walked by Pedro
tacio on Wednesday night to
ep his streak going in the
1cinnati Reds' game against the
is Angeles Dodgers.
Roberts became the eighth playto tie a record first set by Ed
lahanty of Philadelphia on July
3-14, 1897. It was last accom11ished by the Reds' Woody
111iams in September 1943.
The major-league record of 12
ight hits was set by Boston's
"nky Higgins in 193 8 and
.tched by Detroit's Walt Dropo
1952.
Roberts took two called strikes
·om Astacio in the opening

inning, then almost ended the
streak when he started to swing at
a pitch low and away. But Roberts
was able to check his swing, then
took a ball inside and lined to
right.
Then, in the third, he walked on
a 3-1 pitch and the streak alive
since walks do not interrupt consecutive hits streaks.
Roberts, who had gone 3 for 3
Tuesday night, set the record on a
sore right ankle after a cross-country flight.
"It would be nice if it happened,
but if it doesn't, I'm not going to
fall on the ground and roll around
like a little kid," Roberts said. "I'll
just accept it for what it is. I had a
good time with it, and it just
wasn't meant to be."

Roberts' streak raised his average
from .308 to .323. It helped the
Reds win six straight games as
they tried to hang on in the NL
West pennant race. With 11 games
remaining going into Wednesday
night, Cincinnati trailed first place
Atlanta by six games. The Braves
had 12 games left.
"He's hitting everything they
throw him - breaking balls, fastballs," Reds manager Lou Piniella
said. "He says the ball looks big,
and I believe him."
Roberts rested his sore ankle
Tuesday as the Reds won the first
game of a doubleheader against
Houston 6-3. In the second game,
Roberts had two doubles and a
single, two runs scored and the
fifth inning RBI that proved to be

the winning run in the Reds' 4-3
victory.
"I don't like to talk about
injuries," Roberts said. "It's a
flare-up of a problem I had in
1987. I didn't want to hurt the
team. That's why I told Lou to get
someone in for me."
Roberts was 2 for 3 in the only
previous game he had faced
Astacio, on Aug. 13 at Cincinnati.
Roberts singled in the first inning,
struck out swinging in the third,
and singled in the fifth.
Roberts said he enjoys having
something important to play for.
"I like that type of pressure. I
wish the pennant drive would also
be there," he said. "Right now, it's
not, so I'm playing for that
(record) now. It's fun."
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Scholarship Chairman
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JEFF CULLER/Staff photogra
Eastern offensive line coach Bill Legg gets his point across to (46) Alex Gray while (35) Chris Hicks watches during Wednesday's practice at O'Brien Field. The Panthers will be
gearing up for Saturday's Gateway showdown at Hancock Stadium in Bloomington with the Illinois State Redbirds.
By KEITH FARROLL
As~gsiat§ sport~ ~~itor

Eastern 's football team greeted
the Illinois State Redbirds at
O'Brien Stadium last year with a
37-28 Homecoming loss, and
Saturday, the Redbirds will be
looking to turn things around
when the Panthers play a part in
Illinois State's Homecoming.
The Redbirds, who are 0-1 in
conference and 1-2 overall, are
fighting an uphill battle. They
already dropped their first conference game of the season when
they fell to Indiana State, 12-7,

last Saturday.
Illinois State coach Jim
Heacock said there is quite a bit
of concern about his team going
into this weekend's matchup with
Eastern, which is 2-1 overall.
"I guess we are a little concerned about ourselves right
now," Heacock said. "We're
going to have to try and look at
ourselves and try to benefit from
the loss right now. It's one thing
to lose, but I think a loss can be
extremely critical if you can't
gain anything from it."
Heacock added that Indiana
State is a typical Gateway

Football Conference foe by being
difficult to beat.
"Indiana State always plays
tough at home," Heacock said.
"And everybody said at the
beginning of the year that there is
a lot of parity in the league. They
have as much talent as anybody
in the conference.
"What we have tried to do is
not worry about the rest of the
year or the rest of the week. We
have looked at our shortcomings
and developed them and tried to
improve in those areas."
But Heacock added that he
knows basically what Eastern's

line of attack is.
"It's quite obvious that they
have a great quarterback and a
great offense," Heacock said. "I
haven't seen anybody slow them
down yet. Defensivley, they really rebounded after the Marshall
game. They have a good kicking
game. Eastern is as good as anybody in the league."
Heacock added that defending
the Eastern offense could be a
problem because of the youth on
the defensive side of the ball.
"Defensively, if you look at
where I expected us to be at this
time, I would say we are where

we thought we would be or
a little ahead of where I ex
ed," Heacock said. "Confid
and experience are things we
lacking. We just have to k
growing and learning from
mistakes.
·
"With all young players th
always a breakdown. Our
problem has been giving up
big play."
Redbird running back ]
Davis is arguably the bigg
offensive threat in the Gate
Conference. This season, he is
leading rusher in the confere
• Continued on Page JOA

Spikers await home opener Eastern, SMU coach
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

Although there isn't any truth behind
the statement the home team always wins,
many believe playing at home is an
advantage.
"Especially this season more than any
other year because of the long road trips
we've had (Hofstra and Purdue), it's really great to play at home," said senior outside-hitter Lori Olson. "I don't like making eight or nine hour bus trips."
The Panthers didn't experience as
much success as they wanted to at home
last year going 3-6. Eastern 's overall
record was 12-21.
Rali;ton said this is a new year and with
the team playing good lately, there is no
reason the winning trend can't continue.
"There's no question these two home
matches Friday (Western) and Saturday
(Northern) are extremely important for us
to win," Ralston said. "We'd really like to
keep our winning streak going."
The Lady Panthers have won their last
three matches all of which were against
Mid-Con opponents.
Another interesting aspect is the new
change in the Mid-Continent Conference.
Teams that win games are awarded points
for victories. A road victory, though, is
worth more points than a home win.

"Because of the power rating system,
it's really important to win road matches
since they're worth more points," Ralston
said. "The points aren't added up until the
end of the season, in case of a tie between
two schools with the same records.
"The power-rating system enables the
conference to determine which four teams
will compete in the conference tournament," Ralston said. "It would really only
need to be used if teams end up with identical records."
Ralston and the Lady Panthers would
really like to see students come out to
support the team this season. Ralston said
crowds in year's past have been "disappointing."
"I was pretty surprised when I came
here as a freshman and saw how empty
the stands were for games," said senior
middle-hitter Beth Foster. "It doesn't matter to me either way (good or bad attendance for games). I'm still going to play
the best I can regardless of the fan support. If the students don't want to come,
there just missing out on the chance to see
good volleyball. If they do come, that's
great."
An example of how poor the attendance has been was last season's home
match against Bradley University.
®Continued on Page 12A

to cross paths, again
By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer

When the Southern Methodist soccer
team plays host to Eastern, North Texas
State and Creighton in the SMU Soccer
Classic this weekend, one game game will
mean just a little bit more than the others to
Mustangs' coach Shcellas Hyndman.
Hyndman played his collegiate soccer at
Eastern and then went on to coach the
Panthers. He is the all-time winningest
coach in Eastern soccer history and has
continued his winning ways at the helm of
Southern Methodist. Hyndman coached
the Panthers from 1977 to 1983 and compiled a 98-24-11 record.
"It's always something special playing
against my alma mater," Hyndman said.
Another reason why Sunday's game
against Eastern may mean something extra
to Hyndman is that current Panther coach
Cizo Mosnia was a teammate and friend of
his on Eastern in the late 1960s and early
70s. He was a part of the 1969 Panther
team that won the NAIA championship
under coach Fritz Teller.
Teller coached the Panthers from 1965
until Hyndman took over for him in 1977.
He is second on the all-time wins list with

an 88-44-10 record, just ahead of M
who has 74 wins and counting. Teller
be in attendance in Dallas on Sunda
watch his two pupils battle it out.
"He's at Wayland Baptist Universi
Texas and I invited him and his wife
attend the game," Hyndman said."
another thing that will make it exciting."
Hyndman has compiled over 200 wi
his collegiate coaching career (219-55including an incredible 121-31-15 reco
nine years at SMU. Dating back to his
year as coach of Eastern, he has taken
team to the NCAA playoffs for 15 con
utive years. He has taken the Must
there nine straight years something ace
plished by only two other teams in
nation, UCLA and Virginia. SMU has
in the quarterfinals of the NCAA five t"
in the last nine years.
"I've been very fortunate to come in
successful program," said Hynd
whose team finished 16-4-1 last y
before losing to Indiana University in
quarterfinals of the NCAA tournam
"We are fortunate to get good players
funding."
His team appears to be on track to
tinue their tradition of excellence. be
<('. Continued on page JOA
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MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Photo editor

From left: Jimmy Carroll, Steve Marth and Chris Wilson exhibit mountain bikes at Lake Charleston's spillway. The mountain
bike provides an alternative to fitness .

picturesque look at
.en's fall fashions with
~Page
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Fun and fitness
Mountain bikes provide physical enjoyment
By STEVE LYSAKER

••

.verything goes' with
lqrful fall fashions for
omen.

•Pages 68 & 78
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1
portswear the staple for
•ery college students
1ardrobe.

•Page 88

Although weak in sales 10 years ago,
the mountain bike has recently emerged
as the Incredible Hulk of the bicycle
marketplace and has become the biggest fitness trend since jogging.
But oth er than the obvious differences in appearance, what makes the
mountain bike so different from the
common 10-speed? And why did it suddenly become such a huge trend?
Carlos Harrison, owner of Harrison's
Schwinn Cycling and Fitness, said the
increase in popularity is due partly to
the maturing of former BMX bicycle riders.
"As the kids who rode the BMX's got
taller, they wanted a bigger frame,"
Harrison said. "These kids are used to
some of the off-road riding that (the
mountain bike) is built for."
Eastern senior and mountain biking
enthusiast Susan Bryczek feels the
mountain bike has become popular
because "everybody seems to want to
be outdoors.
"Almost anybody can ride a bike everybody can get outside and do it
and just enjoy the weather," she said.
"They're just fun to ride - you can go

anywhere on them," said Eastern senior
Steve Marth w ho rides his mountain
bike approximately 18 miles every day.
Jimmy Carroll, another senior Eastern
mountain biker, said, "I think a lot of
people have trouble going down a
rocky road on a 10-speed - it's more
like you're riding something.
"On a mountain bike you feel part of
the bike - I know that's kind of corny,
but that's really the way it is," Carroll
said:
Chris Wilson, an Eastern junior and
mountain biker, said a lot of people are
"into (mountain biking) for the physical
fitness aspect.
"A lot of people, especially college
students, use it as transportation - students use them as a way to get to
class," he said.
Harrison said the main difference in
equipment between the mountain bike
and the road bike, other than the obviously noticeable straight handlebars and
larger tires, is the mountain bike's gears
and brakes system.
"Most mountain bikes are 18 or 21speed," Harrison said. "This gives (the
mountain bike) more lower gears more hill climbing gears."
The two major manufacture rs of

gears and brakes, Shimano and Suntour,
also differ in quality.
"Shimano is one of the top quality
gears available," Marth said.
"Shimano is a lot smoother - their
components help you shift a lot easier,"
Bryczek agreed.
Harrison said although Shimano is
the largest manufacturer of components
in the industry, both Shimano and
Suntour have a range of equipment
from less expensive to extremely
expensive.
Bryczek said another deviation from
the road bike is the suspension on the
front or back fork.
"(The suspension) varies from bike to
bike in cost and whether it's available
on the front or back (of the bike), but it
makes the ride a lot smoother," she said.
Another major distinction between
the mountain bike and the road bike is
the weight and durability of the metal.
Both Marth and Carroll agree that
mountain bikes are commonly "lighter. "
"You can also get a thicker frame (with
a mountain bike)," Marth added.
Harrison said that although mountain bikes are made from approximately the same range of ~ater-

• Continued on page 3B

Economy plays role in fall fashion

AARON'S HAIR CARE
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By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Political pundits and regular
people alike are scratching
their heads as the economy
seems poised to swing the tide
of this fall's general election.
More amazing still is the
possibility that the economy
has managed to turn the allpowerful tide of fashion.
In a time of ec..onomic
uncertainty, people aren't as
willing to follow fads or trends
because fashion is notorious
for saying, "a style is hot one
month and then out the next."
"(Style) really hasn't
changed that much from last
year," said Greg Trumbold,
young men ' s department
manager at Elder Beerman in
Mattoon. "It's subtle. It's nothing that makes you want to
throw out your entire
wardrobe. It's low risk clothing."
With these influences in
mind, people are looking for
simple, comfortable and
affordable clothes. For comfort, people are turning to
larger sizes.
"Anything that looks and
feels comfortable is in," Trumbold said. "That's why baggy
is in. It's a nice, relaxed, comfortable look."
The popular Gap clothing
stores have been a big influence on the big and basic
trend, said Sheri Little, manager of Glik's in Mattoon. The
"Gap look" - button-up
woven shirt and slacks - is
also a ref!ectiqn. on the econom'f; (',,-1 r: 1'1 <;d JJtJ.1 '·"·:. ~ ''. _,· <
"Why people g-0 •·for ·the Gii'p r'lool< tiibr~ h~h't 'now 'iS
because they are wearing
something more basic at a
lower price," Little said.
Woven, cotton button-up
shirts in prints and solids are
the hottest selling items for fall,
Little said. Earthtones and
blues and greens seem to be
the most popular colors
because they suit men's more
conservative tastes, she added.
Going along with the more
conservative trend, denim and
flannel shirts with a Western
cut are hitting department
store sales racks.
"Everything has a prewashed look," Trubold said.
"It's a used look . They look
and feel broken in."
Trumbold also attributes
the return of the western look
to the upsurge in sales of
country music.
The silk shirt, a 70s disco
FALL f:\SllIO'.'i
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Eastern senior Sean McMurtry shows off popular mens fall fashions.

See page SB
throwback, in jewel tone hybrid, are expected to
prints and solids has also increase also, Smiley said.
made a return, with heavy
For a dressier touch, slipsales carrying over from last on tassel loafers are a favorite
summer into the fall, said right now, especially in corLittle and Trumbold. Though dovan leather, which is the
silk is not always the most ver- most popular shoe color,
satile fabric, the On the Brink Smiley said. Dexter and
brand shirts at Elder Beerman Florsheim are the top selling
are machine washable.
brands, she added.
As a continuing trend, VMen 'who are looking for a
neck cable-knit sweaters have suit to go with their loafers
carried over from last year, as are choosing basic black as
have classic nautical styles. the hottest fall color.
Hunter sweaters, which have
"Double breasted (suits)
been around for a while, are seem to be the most popular
expected to be more popular thing right now, not just in the
than ever this year, Trumbold standard navy, but black and
said.
olive, too," said Tyler Garrett,
Levi's, Bugle Boy and Elder Beerman sales associGuess jeans have remained a ate .
wardrobe staple, although the
After a season of wild patreliable pair of blue jeans are terns and day-glo colors, ties
now sporting surprising new have gotten wider and taken a
colors inspired by hip-hop and conservative turn to darker
rap. Basic blue has given way tones like maroon and navy.
to orange and green .
Geometric and paisley pat"The green Levi's have terns have replaced the floral
been real big (sellers)," prints of last year. Stripes are
Trumbold said. "We've almost definitely out, Garrett said. '
sold out on them. Of course,
The white longsleeved
Levi's are always in."
dress shirt, the core of most
Levi's have also been fol- men's dress wardrobe,
lowing the baggy trend, par- remains the top seller, though
ticularly with it's Silver Tab earthtone, maroon, taupe,
line, which offers a looser cut, teal and even denim dress
and the new Baggy Jean line.
shirts are hitting the shelves.
, .. '.'S.flv·e r ta):>~ l:rnv~ .. ·be~i:i .·. Th.e, c.<?l.Qr~A .. ~hi~t~,r gp weH ".
around for a couple of years .· with blac_\{ suits anc;l help set
ahd' they are gaining populari- . '•'{)ff the 'new ' c:fa~Ker· fies, said
ty," Trubold said.
Garrett.
Little said, "We've been
Suspenders, which hit their
selling a lot of the baggier peak in popularity a few years
560 Levi's. They do really ago, are still fashionable, but
well."
as part of a total dress outfit,
Consistent sales performers not with just dress slacks and
such as B.U.M. sweatshirts a shirt.
and t-shirts, Nike sportswear
More men are buying braid·and anything "Guess" are also ed belts to wear with jeans
maintaining sales for fall.
and casual slacks., but basic
In the shoe department at black leather belts remain
Elder Beerman, the long-popu- most popular with dress
Jar deck shoe continues to sell clothes.
well, as do a high top version
The leather bomber jacket,
called "leather booties," said the of choice among collegeAnita Smiley, shoe department aged people, is giving way to
assistant manager. Earthtone Gap-inspired pullover nylon
and black nubuck leather windbreakers, though the
oxfords and saddle shoes are bomber likely will still be seen
gaining in popularity and around town .
should be seen pounding the
"Leather has pretty much
pavement this fall, she.said.
gone out," Little said. "They
As the threat of snow are wearing (leather jackets)
approaches, sales of walking now because they bought
shoes, a boot and tennis shoe them, but it's going away."
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rials.
Bryczek said some of the metals used for
mountain bikes are aluminum, chrome, car- If you 're serious (about moun. bon fiber and titanium, which is the lightest
and strongest metal used for bike construc- tain biking), Schwinn, Trek,
Specialized and Cannondale
tion.
Mountain bikes, like their metals and all make some pretty good
gears, also differ in quality, cost and manubikes.
facturer.
"If you're serious (about mountain biking), Schwinn, Trek, Specialized and CanSteve Marth
nondale all make some pretty good bikes,"
Eastern
student
Marth said. He added serious mountain bikers should avoid Huffy and Murray: "They're
cheaper a[ld not as durable."
Harrison said better mountain bikes prices
begin at approximately $249 and can range
up to approximately $1,500.
"There aren't enough places to ride
Marth and Carroll both urge first-time around here," Wilson said. "You can ride
mountain bike buyers to "make sure the over by Lake Charleston and a little bit by /
frame fits."
Fox Ridge (State Park) - but it's very limitThey advise would-be mountain bikers to ed."
subtract 12 inches from their inseam as the
"It's hard to ride around here unless you
frame size.
want to hop in a truck and drive someHarrison said, "(The mountain bike) is where," Bryczek agreed. "Road riding is
also a good street bike." According to a 1991 more for endurance and speed, but mounissue of "Consumer Reports, " 90 percent of tain biking is for more intense riding - going
America's 15 million mountain bikes never on trails and around trees."
leave the pavement; most people buy mounThere is also currently a controversy over
· tain bikes simply get a person where he or whether or not mountain bikers should be
she wants to go, and they look cool.
allowed to bike on state park tmils. Some
"I think most people ride them because states, such as California, have already
they're kind of trendy - especially on cam- banned mountain bikers from riding in
puses," Bryczek said.
selected state parks saying that the bikers
An article in a 1990 issue of "Bicycling" are doing damage to the trails and environmagazine stated 1989 marked the first year ment with their bikes.
more "other" bikes, mostly mountain bikes,
"That's B.S. if they're trying to kick (bikwere sold. The article also stated that ers) out of the parks," Marth said. "Mountain
between 1986 and 1989 mountain bike ship- bikes were designed for off-road riding."
ments increased from 1.5 million to 3.5 mil"I don't think mountain bikes do much
lion. Mountain bikes now dominate nearly damage to the trail," Bryczek said. "I think
80 percent of all bicycle sales.
horses or motor bikes - even hikers who lit"(Mountain bike) sales increased national- ter - do more damage than mountain bikes."
ly about seven years ago," Harrison said.
Carroll said if "there are a lot of bikes in
"Everything happens on the coasts first - the park, I guess they have a valid argument
(for banning the bikers from the parks)," but
1p: Avid mountain biker Steve Marth takes the plunge down one of sales here picked up about four years ago."
"We started selling more mountain bikes agreed with Bryczek that "they're better than
!e many hills near Lake Charleston .. Lake Charleston is one of the
w places for bike riding in Charleston. Bottom: Eastern students than 10-speeds about two or three years motor bikes on the trails."
W:ilson feels "there should be places ~~~
limmy Carroll, Marth and Chris Wilson are just a few of the many stu- ago," he added. "We also recently started
selling
·a
number
of
cross
bikes
which
.ar_
e
a
.
a;;iqeJ9r.m.ounYJii;i.
l;>ik;irig;' -··~"-,... , v'•"~
ts and faculty members0 who·enj0y·iirountain biking for fun, fitness combination of racing bikes and mountain
"What makes (mountain biking) so physientertainment-: Phbtt>~ by Mfke Arrschuetz
bikes. (The cross bikes have the 27 inch cally challenging are the trails and the terwheel of a racer, with straight handlebars rain," Wilson said.
and fairly wide tires."
Despite controversy of trail-riding in state
/
Although there is no lack of flat roads for parks, mountain bike sales are still increasbike riding in Charleston, serious Eastern ing and there doesn't seem to be an end in
sight to the mountain bike's popularity.
mountain bikers do face a problem.
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Eastern students working out at the Student Recreation Center. Approval to build the center
was approved by students during a Student Government referendum.
By KEN RYAN
courts, two of which are used
The rec center is also the
for volleyball when needed, site of the intramural sports
· Recreation, enjoyment, fit- w,e ight-lifting equfpment, a programs. The programs run
ness or what ever the reason, jogging track and a number of throughout the year and
include just about every sport.
students are flocking to the aerobic programs.
John Sala, a junior physical
Some of the fall sports in
Studenf Recreation Center.
Approximately 8,000 stu- education major, takes advan- which students can participate
dents, faculty and staff mem- tage of a number of the facili- in include; flag football, soccer, volleyball, whiffleball, racbers are taking advantage of ties available.
.
"I go there every night at quetball and table tennis.
the year-old center every
week according to Director of least once," Sala said. "I work
The student rec center
Recreational Sports, David out to keep in shape and play hours are 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
basketball for fun. I definitely Monday through Saturday and
Dutier.
"We've gotten heavy play get my money's worth out of 10 a . m. to 10 p.m. on
at the center," Dutter said. the center."
Sunday.
Dutter said the most popuDutler said he believes the
"We averag~ ip Jhe· n~Igbb~~~
hood of 8,6.p~Q ; piiri.fci~S[ii~.:~ . No. 1 reason people visit the 1a r times at the center are
week and t~at' s not counting rec center is for fitness .
between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
intramural sports . We had
"People are much more
Although the center is
45 ,000 people participate in aware of health today and are open for most of the day, not
intramurals last year."
developing
healthier all students are happy about
All students, faculty and lifestyles," Dutler said . "They the hours .
staff members have the privi- come here to work out at the
"The only problem I have
lege of using the center by rec center and use the equip- with the rec center is the
paying a fee . The charge for ment we have. I think it (the · hours they are open," Lear
one semester is $55 , $110 rec center) is a tremendous said. "It is too crowded most
for two semesters, $33 for benefit to the students. "
of the day. All of the rec censummer school and $143 of
One way for students to ters I have been to open at 6
all year. The cost for students develop healthy !if estyles is a.m.
is included in the tuition. The through the aerobic proA positive area about the
daily guest fee is $4 per per- grams.
rec center is that it provides
son.
The center offers sessions more than 250 job opportuniPart-time students are seven days a week and are ties for students as sports offirequired to pay $4.60 for designed for both beginners cials, !if eguards, monitors,
each credit hour less than 12 and more advanced exercis- office workers, activity le~ders
for which they are registered.
ers. The schedule for Monday and supervisors.
The fee to use the rec cen- through Thursday is hourly
Dutler said he believes the
ter is not a concern to most from 3 p.m. · to 6 p.m. On rec center is starting to
of the students.
Friday, there is a 3 p.m. and become a hangout for some
Mark Lear, a junior 4 p.m. session. On Saturday of the students. He added that
accounting major, uses the and Sunday there is a class as a convenience to the stucenter at least once a day and from 3 p .m to 4:30 p.m.
dents they have added a new
said he has no problem payJulie Hoffer, a senior big screen television and
ing the fee .
health major, has participated some furniture to sit in com"I come to the center every in the aerobic program and fort and relax.
morning to get in better phys- said the sessions are a posi"It's becoming a little bit
ical shape ," Lear said . "And tive asset to have at the rec more of a social center, "
sometimes I come later in the center.
Dutler said. "Students realize
day. I have no problem with
"I go to the rec center to they can come over here and
having to pay ."
keep Tu shape and it als o spend a few hours and take a
Th e rec center o ffers a makes me feel better about break . .Everything we do at
number of facilities to fit the myself, " Hoffer said . "I think the rec center is for the stuneeds of most people . There the aerobic program is very dents because they ' re the
are five full-court basketball helpful to the students."
ones paying for it. "
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10% off all alterations

: (217) 348-0111
I Mon-Fri 8:30-Sp.m.
1 Sat 8 :30-2p.m.

655 W. Lincoln
Suite Five
Lincoln Plaza
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I offer expires 10/11/92
I _ Not valid with na........
I any other offer V,

$10.99

2 - Topping
Pizzas

1

$14.99
offer expires 10/11/92
Not valid with
any other offer
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WANTA NEW
INEXPENSIVE OU IF

,
Just Arrived.
·'Applique Embroidered
Sweatshirts and Jacket
•

!ti

~.

NEW GREEK WEAR~'-NE\le

SEEN BEFORE ON THIS CAMPUS

EIMS

TERRY'S BARBER STYLIST
Flat Tops,
Clipper Cutting,
Hair Replacement,
Perms
Call for an appointment with Terry or Shelly
1/2 Block North of Square on 7th Street in Charleston
345-6325
Nexus Products
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.Top: Eastern senior Sean '"Mcrv17:iri";y 7h(:;~'"';;'Ji'the~PoP~·/;'*;;;;t't~~- d~wn shirt and tie
combination. Top right:: The denim shirt and tie is a staple item this fall and for those
cool fall days accented with a lightweight jacket will keep even the coolest guy in fashion. Bottom right:: McMurtry displays the ever popular denim shirt. Photos by Mike
Anschuetz
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1Haircuts 1/2 Price with

Hours: Mgn-Thurs
Friday
I.._
Saturday

thi~

.

Coupon

9:30 - 8:00 ·
9:30 - s:o.o
9.:00 -. s:oo

I We Carry Redkin, Paul MitcheJI Products
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2 smalls for only $6.98
2 mediums for only $9.98
2 larges for only $12.98

Fast, Free Delivery
Hours
Mon - Thurs .................. .4 pm - 2 am
Fri. ................................ .4 pm - 2:30 am
Saturday....................... 11 am - 2 :30 am
Sunday.......................... 11 am - 2 am

Tor ~~!:t~~~i~oill T
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C&M·Video
.
-. Presents...

*Free Movie
Reservations! ·
"

*Gift Certificates
- " Available!
*We Sell New and
Previewed Movies!
*Available Now!
Super NES &
Sega Genesis!

e
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~

W\RNER HOME VIDEO

_./

YIDCO'
Get A Show & Go!

Late Night Hours
Mon-Sat: 9 a.m ..-Midnight
Sunday: 11 a.m.-.M idnight

440 W. Lincoln

348-.
7700
:
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Something for everyone in fall fashion
· By JENNIFER KROGH

The leaves are beginning to
change colors, the temperatures are slowly starting to
drop and the newest fall fashions are out.
Unlike last year, this year is
known as the "everything goes
year,"
said
Shannon
Trueblood, manager of
Maurices clothes store, located
at 550 West Lincoln in the
West Park Plaza.
According to Trueblood, if
you want to be "in" this fall
you should consider buying
your fall wardrobe in either
bottle green, which is similar to
hunter green, or teal. "My
number one color so far has
been bottle green; we call our
colors something different
every year," she said.
The newest styles of this fall
consist of tunic sweaters, wool
blazers, corduroy shorts and
barn jackets.
Tunic sweaters are oversized sweaters that can be
worn over leggings, stirrup
pants or tight skirts.
"Wool blazers are also very
popular," she said. "They can
be worn with everything. They
could be worn with anything
from a dress to a skirt to even
some nice jeans."
Also, corduroy walking
shorts are very popular once
again. They can be worn
throughout the fall and even
the winter. As the weather gets
colder, they can be worn with
•

i.

,,·

:

tights or leggings. "Your socks
can be worn over your tights
and you can wear tennis shoes
or boots with it, there are so
many options," she said.
As far as outer wear is con-,
cerned, the barn jacket is
extremely popular this year.
The barn jacket is available in
either leather or poplin fabrics . .
"The most popular seems to
be the leather ones, but of
course the price goes into
effect too, " she said . "The
poplin you spend $ 7 5 and the
leather jackets are $229. 99,
so there is a price difference."
And of course no outfit is
complete without the appropriate accessories. Among the
new fall looks are men's ties,
tri-tone earrings, big chiffon
bows, baseball caps, and other
types of fashionable hats.
Maurice's sold out all of
their men's ties and intend to
re-order them as soon as they
can. 'The ties are mainly worn
with the denim work shirts,
they can be worn with anything, but the key look is to be
worn with a denim work shirt
and a blazer or cardigan.
The most popular earrings,
according to Trueblood, are
the tri-tone earrings. These are
metallic earrings that change
colors when light reflects off of
them.
All hair accessories seem to
be really "in" this fall season.
"Big chiffon bows seem to be
in style once again this year,"
Trueblood said.
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Any kind of capalso seems
to be really hot now. "Baseball
and sports caps are not just for
guys anymore," she said. "All
hats of any kind seem to have
taken a leap to popularity this
year."
With winter around the corne r, several types of warm
jackets are popular. The
leather barn jackets are being
sold along with the b·a sic
leather bomber jackets.
Although the bomber jackets were one of the favorites
last year, they have been somewhat changed.
Last year, they were mostly
being sold in your basic brown
or black, however, they are
presently being sold in a variety of colors. According to
Trueblood, teal, raspberry and
plum have been the best sellers
this season.
Although Maurice's is not
known for carrying an abundance of trendy fad items, they
do have a few. Among these
items are wool shorts, men's
ties and watch pins. Trueblood
believes jungle prints are also·
fad items which Maurice's currently does not carry.
Fm: an outfit to be effective,
one must be covered from
head-to-toe. The only way to
cover those toes is to have a
nice pair of shoes.
"The little slip-ons a nd
boots are real popular, and
then any
•Continued on page 78

Above: Eastern student Jenni Maxwell sports a plaid jac
and shorts outfit.. The outfit is completed with a gold jewel
Top: Sue Rzepka shows off some of the fall's most popu
items the corduroy walking shor:t, crew neck sweater, su
shoes and big fashion hat to top things off. Photos by Ml
Anschuetz

left: Sue Rzepka shows off the popular leather barn jackthe staple to any wardrobe this fall. The barn jacket is
ilable in poplin fabrics as w~ll as leather. In addition,
pka is wearing a crew sweater, Paris Sport Club jeans and
popular baseball cap to complete this fall fashion statent. Above right: Jenni Maxwell spruces things up with plaid
I shorts, the turtleneck, a must for fall, and the wool-lined
er. Blazers are a big hit are available at Maurice's in many
'ors and patterns. Bottom right: Maxwell shows off the more
ual look for this fall in this Tag Rag flannel shirt and
tching shorts. Maurice's carries a large selection of casual
r in addition to there own Paris Sport Club active wear.
ttom left: Rzepka and Maxwell team up in sweaters. Rzepka
ws off the V-neck style and Maxwell goes to heart in this
rts and flower pattern sweater. Rzepka completes the outfit
th cream corduroy walking shorts and the ever popular
tleneck. Maxwell's hearts and flower sweater is complete
h the suede shorts or mini-skirt, take your pick. Maurice's
'es a variety of items such as B.U.M. Equipment and Paris
rt Club and many other brands; something to fit every
'le. Photos by Mike Anschuetz

Fall fashions
out of fashion. New brands or
•Continued from page 6B
washes
may appear, but they've
shoes that tie with big bows,"
been
around
for a long time.
Trueblood said.
Maurice's
carries
every wash
When it comes to comfort,
from
white
to
black.
The
the hottest casual wear seems
brands
they
carry
are
Zena,
to be sweatshirts, flannel boxer
Union Bay and . Paris Sport
shorts and fleece shorts.
Jerseys seem to have been a Club.
When it comes to the everypopular fashion among both
day
necessity, watches play the
women and men. Maurice's
basically only carries jerseys in part. Watches have also
their own brand called Paris become a type of fashion statement.
Sport Club.
Watches from Maurice's
The most popular fabrics
this fall seem to be wool, cotton come in a wide array of
and washable silk. According to designs. The hottest watches
Trueblood, these are probably for this season are Guess, Fossil
and Paris Sport Club watches.
the top three of the season.
"We carry our own line of "The styles of watches just go
perfume called Paris Sport on; they're so different this
Perfume," Trueblood said. "Of year," Trueblood said. Some
course it's the only place you examples are the diamond-cut
can get it so everyone doesn't prism, the crystal, gold watches
with stretch bands and skeleton
smell like everyone else."
Of course, jeans never go watches where th·e inside.,
mechanics show.
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Some of the really popular
brands in general seem to be
B.U.M. wear, ESPIRIT, Paris
Sport Club and ENUF. "The
best seller is probably Paris
Sport Club because it's a little
more affordable for everyone,"
Trueblood said.
This year, the most popular
patterns are not polka dots or
vertical stripes but plaid, argyle,
checks and hounds-tooth plaid.
Don't forget to get yourself a
cool carrying case too, to finish
off your new wardrobe.
Handbags and leather-look
bookbags. are "in."
"It's just an everything goes
year, the skirt lengths are all
from short to long," Trueblood
said. "There's a look for everyone, we're not so focused into
one thing where there are only
certain people that are going to
shO'p. We've got a:look for
everyone."

--" Relax
Sportswear the staple for every college student
depending if the clothing is lined or not.
Campbell said not only the popularity of
Fitness is in this year, especially among athletic wear, but the look of it as well is
college students, and along with the changing. Bright and flashy, colors are not as
1
increased fitness popularity there is an popular this year.
"Women's clothing have moved to earth
increase in the popularity of athletic attire.
More and more, athletic attire has become tones-they've become very popular. The
a way to make a fashion statement. Gone manufactures have moved away form the
are the old gym class uniforms and the days flashy and bright colors that were popular last
year," he said.
of gray sweats and all-purpose tennis shoes.
Campbell said the move from flashing col- I
Gary Campbell, owner of Coach Eddy's in
Charleston, an athletic aparrel store that sells ors is also evident in the very popular cross
everything form cross trainers to tee-shirts trainer gym shoes which are moving towards
said about 50 percent of his customers are more basic white design.
"The basic white goes with more a variety
buying his clothes for fashion purposes.
"You see a lot more of the kids working of outfits. I think a lot of students are wearing
out now because it has become a popular them as everyday shoes. You also see a lot of
thing to do, but a lot of them are wearing the people wearing basketball shoes that don't
play basketball- they're a fashion statement," "
clothing just for fashion too," Campbell said.
Campbell said some of the most popular. he said.
"I see a lot of people that don't work out
items in athletic apparel are Nike and
wearing them a lot, because they wear really
Reebok clothing as well as Umbros.
"Umbros are popular all year round," he well-those are moving toward earth tones as
well."
said.
Another popular trend in footwear is
Campbell said one of the reasons for the
increased popularity of athletic wear as a mountain climbing boots.
"We are seeing a large trend towards hikfashion statement is the change in the design
ing boots- especially popular are the L.A.
of athletic clothing.
"There are a lot of sharp looks and colors Gear boots," Campbell said.
"Around here they are really a fashion
in athletic wear now. Nike and Reebok have
a sharper look and color combination this item. They range from $70 to $90 in price.
Unless you are going to be doing some real
year," he said.
Campbell said Nike and Reebok tee-shirts all-terrain hiking you could stay with the less
range in price form $14.95 to $40. He expensive ones. The better quality shoes
·
added an item that is very popular right now peak at around $95 to $100."
Another "athletic" item that Campbell said
is the Michael Jordan basket ball shirt, which
is popular all year long is personalized sweatcosts $45.
Nylon jackets and pants are popular as shirts and tee-shirts.
"Sweatshirts are always popular,· a lot of
ever this year according to Campbell.
"They're definitely popular- especially in the students have them custom designed with
MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Photo
silkstreening or greek letters. We also sell a
the fall- the ones that are lined," he said.
. The nylon suits range in price from $29 lot of Eastern lliinois sweatshirts and tees," Eastern senior Corey Miller and Charleston High School student
f8 $49 fer ja€kefs ai:ld fi:t>n:i $g6 to $~() for be said. "J think those are ba$iGallY. \.YOJ'tl as 8t:?lleq!-' s~rt t~~ let~~t iQ uv(orr §~~qt~ {rprr tfik~ ql'lq y~prp, Tfi~~
-the j:>ants. Campbell said the prices range fashion."
other style~ are the hottest in Jail sportswear fashion. '

By SUSAN KIEL
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(WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER)

Stay Active & Eat Right

with
· Deli Meats 97 -99°/o Fat Free

Cooked Ham $3.37
Honey Roast Turkey $ 4.27

Smoked Ham $3.87
Roast Beef$ 4.57
Meat Deaprtment 97°/o Fat Free
6 oz. Pkg. - Deli Thin Slice $1.67 (6 varieties)
Good Sept. 24th - Sept. 27th

